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Abstract. In the past years, many OCL tools achieved a transition
of OCL from a language meant to constrain UML models to a universal constraint language applied to various modelling and metamodelling
languages. However, OCL users still experience a discrepancy between
the now highly extensible parsing and evaluation backend of OCL tools
and the lack of appropriate frontend tooling like advanced OCL editors
that adapt to the different application scenarios.
We argue that this has to be addressed both at a technical and methodological level. Therefore, this paper provides an overview of the technical
foundations to provide an integrated OCL tooling frontend and backend for arbitrary textual modelling languages and contributes a stepwise
process for such an integration. We distinguish two kinds of integration:
external definition of OCL constraints and embedded definition of OCL
constraints. Due to the textual notation of OCL the second kind provides
particularly deep integration with textual modelling languages. We apply
our approach in two case studies and discuss the benefits and limitations
of the approach in general and both integration kinds in particular.

1

Introduction and Motivation

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) [1] has originally been developed to
constrain models defined with the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [2]. Its
standardised textual syntax and formal semantics promoted the implementation
and adoption of OCL by different tool vendors which in turn supported practical
adoption of OCL in combination with UML. Beyond its application to UML,
OCL advanced to a constraint language applicable for various modelling languages. This includes support for modelling [3–8] and metamodelling languages
[9, 10] like the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [11] or Ecore [12]. The request for
language-independent reuse of OCL led to extensible and adaptive approaches
for OCL parsing and evaluation [7, 10, 13, 14].
Today, we experience a discrepancy between the technical facilities and their
application in practice. While the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [12] is
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equipped with an extensible OCL parser and evaluator [10], EMF (meta)models
that use OCL constraints for well-formedness rules or integrate it as a constraint
language are hard to find. We argue that one reason for this observation is a
lack of adequate end-user tooling. While parsers and evaluation engines [10, 13]
already provide means to apply OCL on various languages, OCL users still experience a lack of adequate tooling to write constraints in the first place [15].
Advanced OCL editors that provide name resolution, code navigation, auto indentation, code macros, code completion, or debugging are highly required. However, their implementation faces a special challenge, which results from the manifold applications of OCL. All the above mentioned editor functions are based
on a structural and semantic evaluation of OCL expressions that are strongly
influenced by the language OCL is combined with or applied to.
Our goal is to provide such advanced editing functionality for OCL in combination with arbitrary textual (meta)modelling languages. Achieving this goal
does not just require an appropriate technical infrastructure, but in particular
a systematic process to apply such infrastructure to corporately customise the
OCL backend and frontend for different application scenarios. In this paper we
provide an overview of the technical foundations to integrate OCL with arbitrary textual modelling languages and contribute a stepwise process for such
integration. There, we distinguish two kinds of integration: external definition of
OCL constraints and embedded definition of OCL constraints. We evaluate the
benefits and limitations of both types of integration on exemplary case studies.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we motivate OCL integration
using a simple example language, which will later be used to explain the general
integration process in Sect. 3. Here, we systematically present the steps needed
to derive a customised tooling frontend and backend to efficiently apply OCL in
combination with arbitrary textual modelling languages. To show the genericity
of the approach, its application to Ecore is presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we
report on lessons learnt during application and elaborate current limitations of
our integration technique. Related work is investigated in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7
concludes our contributions.

2

Running Example—The Forms Language

To demonstrate the integration of OCL into a textual modelling language, we
integrate OCL with the Forms Language 1 —a language to model simple forms
in a textual manner. Such form models can be transformed into PDF or HTML
forms or interpreted by an Eclipse-based wizard providing the form’s fields. The
Forms language was designed using EMFText [16].
Figure 1 shows a pizza order form specified in the Forms language. The Form
consists of two Groups containing multiple Items to enter the order information.
As shown, Items can have different types like FreeText, Number or Choice.
Although the model is fully specified, no integrity checks can be performed.
1

http://www.emftext.org/language/forms/
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Fig. 1. Example Pizza Order Form Specification.

To overcome this limitation, we like to extend the Forms language with
support for specifying constraints on instances of form models (i.e., completed
forms). To formulate such constraints we want to use OCL. In principle using
OCL in this context can be achieved by embedding OCL directly into form
definitions or by employing external OCL constraints that refer to the form of
interest.
Before we actually start the discussion of the integration process, we first
want to sketch the desired result of this process. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of
an OCL file defining integrity constraints ensuring that undesired compositions
of pizza toppings are not allowed. Furthermore, the entered telephone number
of a pizza order form is checked for correctness. This is one possible style of
integration—the external use of OCL.
Figure 3 shows the same constraints embedded into the pizza order form. This
second integration example corresponds to the second style of integration—the
embedding of OCL. As can be seen, packages and contexts of OCL constraints
have not to be declared as they can be derived implicitly from the given specification. Besides the advantage of having shorter specifications, OCL is now

Fig. 2. Example Pizza Order with External Constraints.
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Fig. 3. Example Pizza Order with Embedded Constraints.

specified in the same document as the constrained model. This improves the
readability and comprehensibility of constraints since the developer does not
need to switch between multiple views to understand constraints and their contexts. Furthermore, if model elements are modified, the constraints’ context is
modified implicitly and no invalid states of constraints referring to non-existing
model elements can occur.

3

Integrating OCL with Textual Modelling Languages

In the previous section we have shown that either the external or embedded
definition of OCL constraints can be used to enrich the Forms language. In the
following we present an integration process applicable for both approaches and
textual modelling languages in general.
3.1

OCL Integration Process

We have developed an integration process to use OCL with different modelling
languages. The process is built around small specifications out of which all necessary artefacts are created. The process itself is tool independent and thus is
not bound to the tools used in our case studies. The presented process consists
of the five steps depicted in Fig. 4. We used Ecore for metamodel definition and
EMFText [16] for textual syntax specification. DresdenOCL [17] was used for
OCL parsing and evaluation. Although the use of other tools should be possible
we did not evaluate further tools. Static semantics integration was realised using
an attribute grammar based on the Scala [18] library Kiama [19].
During Metamodel Integration (1), the metamodels of OCL and the textual
modelling language are combined. The resulting metamodel (FormsOCL.ecore) is
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Fig. 4. The Generative OCL Integration Process (on the example of Forms language).

used by the EMF code generator to generate a Java metamodel implementation.
Next, during Concrete Syntax Integration (2) the textual syntax of both languages is integrated and used for the generation of a textual parser/editor using
EMFText. Since only an embedded OCL integration requires a new parser/editor, these first two steps are only required for embedded OCL definitions. The
step Metamodel Adaptation (3) is required for both approaches. The creation of
a Pivot Model representation of the DSL’s model enables DresdenOCL to parse
OCL constraints that refer to DSL model elements. Static Semantics Integration
(4) results in a combined static semantic analysis for integrated languages of step
(2). The additional attributes are only necessary with the embedded approach as
the static semantic analysis has to be extended to refer to DSL model elements
in that case. For external OCL definitions the metamodel adaptation from step
(3) is sufficient to allow semantic analysis of constraints defined on DSL model
elements. The last step (5), the Dynamic Semantics Integration is necessary to
evaluate integrated OCL constraints. Since evaluation is required for all OCL
integrations, both approaches require this step.
3.2

Integration Steps

After presenting the integration process as a whole, we now dive into detailed descriptions of the individual steps using the Forms language integration as exam-
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ple for explanation where necessary. We will particularly highlight the problems
that are accompanied with each step and how we solved them.
(1) Metamodel Integration (for embedded integration only) We used Ecore metamodels to describe the abstract syntax of languages. To create an integrated
language, one has to create a new Ecore metamodel that imports both the metamodel of OCL and of the language to integrate with. As Ecore is an implementation of Essential MOF [11], which in turn promotes a plain object-oriented
metamodelling language, the options for metamodel integration are delegation
and inheritance. Thus, one can either subclass one or more metaclasses or add
references to metaclasses of the involved modelling languages. By creating subclasses the integrated metamodel will allow to reference new types (i.e., to store
new kinds of objects in existing references). This can be used to allow elements of
the OCL metamodel (e.g., invariants or expressions) in places where the embedding language did not do so before. Alternatively, one can “frame” the embedding
language by introducing a new root metaclass that points to this language as
well as to OCL metaclasses.
To extend the Forms language, a new metaclass called GroupWithOcl that
extends Group and has a reference to multiple DefinitionOrInvariants is created (cf. Fig. 5(a)). By subclassing Group, Forms can reference either Groups—as
before—or reference groups with OCL expressions.
Conceptually, metamodel extension by inheritance and delegation was sufficient to embed OCL in the Forms language. This is due to the fact, that we
reused large portions of OCL (invariants and expressions) as a whole. In other
cases of language integration, dedicated metamodel extension facilities may be
more appropriate (cf. Sect. 5).
(2) Syntactic Integration (for embedded integration only) After the abstract
syntax integration, the textual syntax of the integrated language needs to be
specified. In EMFText, textual syntax is defined by specifying one EBNF-like
grammar rule for each metaclass (cf. [16] for details). The integrated syntax can
import the existing rule sets of the textual modelling language and OCL to reuse
them. For the new metclasses, new rules have to be specified. In the case of the
Forms language, a new rule for metaclass GroupWithOcl was required, which is
shown in Fig. 5(b). EMFText puts the existing and new rules into relation by
considering the inheritance and reference relations between the corresponding
metaclasses that were established in Step (1).
In general the integration of the textual OCL syntax and other textual modelling languages is not as easy as observed for the Forms language. Context-free
grammars are not closed under composition, which is why adaptations of either
the embedding language or of OCL itself can be required. Such adaptations can
be performed by overriding imported syntax rules.
Moreover, even if the syntax definition of OCL and the embedding language
are theoretically compatible w.r.t. composition, we experienced problems with
EMFText and its underlying parser technology. Parsers generated by EMFText
use a scanner to split the input document into tokens, which then control the
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Metamodel and (b) Syntax Integration.

derivation of a syntax tree. If tokens of OCL conflict with tokens of the embedding language, no parser can be generated. For the Forms language, prioritising
tokens was sufficient to resolve conflicts, but for more complex host languages,
the situation can be more difficult.
(3) Metamodel Adaptation (for both integration styles) OCL can not be parsed,
typed and evaluated in the context of a language without reasoning on the
elements of the language’s metamodel. As mentioned above, we use DresdenOCL
for parsing and evaluation. DresdenOCL was designed to be independent of a
concrete target metamodel. That is, it can be connected to arbitrary metamodels
as long as they contain concepts that can be mapped to the basic concepts of
object-oriented languages like types, namespaces, properties and (optionally)
operations. DresdenOCL works on standardised interfaces (a Pivot Model [8])
which define these concepts and all operations necessary for DresdenOCL to
reason on them (e.g., to get all operations defined on a type). For each modelling
language that shall be connected to DresdenOCL, an adapter has to be created
that maps the concepts of the language’s metamodel to the pivot model concepts.
To allow OCL evaluation on forms we provided a pivot model adapter for the
forms metamodel. It adapts Groups as Types since they contain typed Items that
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can be adapted to Propertys of their Groups. This allows the definition of OCL
constraints on Groups using their Item’s values for integrity checks. The Types of
Items are adapted to Types as well. For instance, the FreeText type is adapted
to String, Choices are adapted to Enumerations. The enclosing Form is adapted
to a Namespace. Since a language’s adaptation to the pivot model contains parts
that are similar for all adapters, DresdenOCL provides an adapter generator
that allows adapter skeleton code generation for Ecore-based metamodels [20,
Chapter 8].
(4) Semantic Analysis Adaptation (for embedded integration only) The adaptation of semantics analysis is required for the integration of OCL with modelling
languages both by the backend and frontend of an OCL tool. Features like name
resolution, type inference and checking enable advanced editor functions like code
completion and sophisticated error reporting and are also required for static and
dynamic OCL evaluation. In the current EMFText-based DresdenOCL parser,
an attribute grammar [21] is used to implement the static semantics of OCL. The
attribute grammar rules are specified with Scala using the library Kiama [19].
The semantic analysis is integrated in the tooling frontend by helper classes
generated from EMFText that call the attribute grammar. During reference resolving, references between OCL statements are resolved. E.g., the self variable
must be bound to the type of its context to allow code completion for property
and operation calls. Since OCL itself is not modified by the integration and type
bindings to the integrated language are realised by the pivot model, large parts
of the attribute grammar can be reused for every OCL integration. Nevertheless, many of the reused resolving operations require context information given
by the concrete language concepts OCL constraints are embedded in. Context
computation has to be modified for every embedded OCL integration. Therefore, a new attribute grammar specifying the context computation is mixed into
the OCL attribute grammar exploiting the mixin composition capabilities of the
Scala language [18, Chapter 27].
(5) Dynamic Semantics Integration (for both integration styles) After integrating
OCL into a DSL it should be possible to evaluate OCL constraints on DSLbased models. Thus, an OCL evaluation tool has to be integrated as the last
step of the process. In general, two different approaches exist to evaluate OCL
constraints: the interpretative and the generative approach [22]. The first one
interprets OCL constraints whereas the second one generates check code that has
to be integrated into the modelling language’s interpreter implementation (e.g., a
Java program). DresdenOCL allows both approaches. Using the template-based
OCL-to-Java code generator [23], an adaptation to the implementation language
can be achieved by modifying these templates. They describe a transformation
of OCL expressions into the implementation language and the instrumentation
of the constraint evaluation into the implementation code.
In addition, DresdenOCL provides an OCL interpreter [13], which can be used
with various runtime objects (e.g., Java objects, XML nodes or even SWT-based
widgets). In the case of the interpreter of the Forms language, runtime objects
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Fig. 6. Form Interpretation with Constraint Violation.

are SWT widgets, which are embedded into a wizard dialog. The evaluation
of OCL constraints is triggered when the user hits a next or a finish button.
Figure 6 shows a screenshot from a wizard page that belongs to the pizza order
example. As can be seen, the pizza topping constraint has been violated and,
thus, an error message is displayed.

4

eOCL - Integrating OCL into Textual Ecore

In addition to the integration of OCL into the Forms language, we implemented
an integration of OCL into a textual variant of the Ecore metamodelling language
that was developed with EMFText.2 The aim of this integration is to lower the
barrier of using OCL in metamodelling. Although OCL is well suited to define
constraints for metamodels [9, 10], there seems to be still little usage of OCL in
metamodelling in general. For instance, in the AtlanMod metamodel Zoo [24]—a
collection of around 300 metamodels—no OCL constraints are delivered with any
of the metamodels. We believe that this is to a high degree a tooling issue, since
many people that create metamodels are also familiar with OCL. We address
this issue with our integration of Ecore and OCL, named eOCL, that allows
to describe both a metamodel and OCL well-formedness rules defined on this
metamodel using an integrated textual syntax as shown in Fig. 8. The respective
metamodel integration is shown in Fig. 7 and similar to the extension performed
for the Forms language.
This complex case study showed that the above introduced integration steps
were sufficient for the integration of OCL into a more complex textual modelling
language than the Forms language. The major difference between the OCL integration into the Forms language and textual Ecore is related to dynamic se2

http://www.emftext.org/language/textecore/
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Fig. 7. Metamodel Integration of Ecore and OCL.

Fig. 8. Forms Language Specification in eOCL.

mantics integration. For the Forms language, we integrated the DresdenOCL
interpreter to evaluate the OCL constraints. For Ecore, a generative integration
is more applicable since Ecore models are typically used for Java code generation.
The desired Ecore/OCL integration generates check code for all OCL constraints
and instruments the Java code generated from Ecore for runtime evaluation of
this check code.
Besides the variation of the OCL evaluation technique, the same integration
steps had to be performed for the Forms language and textual Ecore and similar
problems were experienced.

5

Discussion

In this section we conclude the limitations of the introduced process w.r.t. its
application to the different case studies, motivate potential solutions for future
work.
Metamodel Integration Our integration approach applied inheritance and delegation for the composition of the languages to integrate. This approach was sufficient for OCL integration as we reused the OCL (invariants and expressions)
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as a whole and worked with compatible metamodels. However, module composition with inheritance is discussed controversially for object orientation [25,
26] and language engineering [27]. It breaks the principle of information hiding
between modules, since inherited properties can be accessed and altered in arbitrary ways. Furthermore, structural conflicts of combined metamodels (e.g.,
equally named attributes in classes to integrate) can not be handled appropriately. In future work we therefore plan to combine our suggestions for modular
language engineering [27] with the approach presented in this paper.
Syntax Integration The problems experienced w.r.t. the syntactic integration of
OCL in both case studies are originated from the fact that context-free grammars are not closed under composition. Syntactic ambiguities and token overlaps
occur for languages that use token definitions in their concrete syntax that are
used in OCL as well (e.g., numeric literals, string literals, or operators like +,
-, *). In our case studies manual adaptations of the integrated syntax w.r.t. token prioritisation and reuse were sufficient to handle such conflicts. However,
a more general solution for this problem could be the application of different
grammar formalisms that are less restricted w.r.t. syntactic overlaps (e.g., lexer
states [28], delegating compiler objects [29], scannerless parsers [30], contextaware scanning [31], Parsing Expression Grammars (PEGs) [32, 33]).
Metamodel Adaptation The implementation of a pivot model adapter to integrate
arbitrary languages with OCL is the standard mechanism to couple the backend
of DresdenOCL to arbitrary languages. Equivalent mechanisms can be found for
other OCL tools [7, 10]. Future work has to investigate how we can extend the
presented approach to enable completely specification-driven adapter generation.
As pivot model adaptation can be considered a concrete technique for metamodel
integration we also plan to examine the applicability of our modular language
engineering approach [27] in this context.
Semantics Analysis In Sect. 3.2 we illustrated how the OCL attribute grammar
can be reused for multiple OCL integrations using mixin composition. Unfortunately, the current design requires some boilerplate code that is required to
integrate the mixin configuration into the EMFText-generated parser. Actually,
five classes and two Eclipse extension points are necessary for each language integration. For the Forms/OCL integration these classes contain about 80 lines of
code. We plan to improve the language integration process by generating most
of this infrastructural code.
Dynamic Semantics Integration To reuse the same OCL interpreter for various
languages it is necessary to adapt model instance objects. In [13] we presented
an approach to address this issue. Furthermore, the invocation of OCL interpretation has to be included manually into the tooling for the language OCL
is integrated with (e.g., the invocation of OCL interpretation when the finish
button in an SWT form is pressed). Currently, we do not see how the proposed
process could be improved in this regard.
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Generative approaches for semantics integration share the same limitations.
The generation of OCL check code can be reused for different integrations if
their code generation relies on the same target language. However, code instrumentation or the adaptation of code generation to a new target language still
requires manual effort.

6

Related Work

Integrating OCL with different languages has been investigated in various scenarios before. For example, in [3] a report on the integration of OCL with Triple
Graph Grammars (TGGs) [34] can be found. The integration of OCL and the
RAISE Specification Language (RSL) has been investigated in [4]. OCL has
been integrated with Fujaba [5], business rules [6] and a profile for the railway
domain [35]. While [3] and [5] embed OCL in graphical languages, the host language was textual in [4] and [35]. In [6] OCL was not embedded into another
language, but rather integration was performed by transforming OCL to SQL.
In addition, the integration of arbitrary textual languages into graphical languages has been presented in [36]. The diversity of the approaches to integrate
OCL with other languages shows the necessity for general guidelines on how to
achieve such integration.
As a first step to ease the application of OCL to arbitrary languages, the
adaptation of the query and navigation facilities of OCL has been evaluated
in [37]. This adaptation is part of the overall process to integrate OCL with
other languages as described in this paper. However, we restricted ourselves to
the integration of textual modelling languages and OCL. The semantical aspects
of this integration, which have been the main subject of the works mentioned
above can not be answered here as these highly depend on the host language.
Nonetheless, we tried to provide some best practises to achieve practical language integration. For the integration of visual languages with OCL, one may
consult [38, 39], where a graphical variant of OCL—Visual OCL—is proposed.
Integrating OCL with Ecore, which served as a case study in this paper,
has recently been performed by the Eclipse MDT OCL project.3 Here, the
OCLinEcore Editor was released—a very similar approach to integrate OCL
and Ecore more tightly. However, while the result of this integration is close to
ours, no general procedure to accomplish such a coupling is available. In contrast, the goal of this paper is to outline the steps that are necessary to perform
such an integration for arbitrary textual languages.
Other constraint languages, besides OCL have also been subject to integration with modelling languages. For example, the Epsilon Validation Language
(EVL) [40], which is part of the Epsilon tool suite, is based on OCL and extends
the language with guarded constraints (i.e., constraints which are evaluated only
for certain model elements), constraint dependencies and constraint composition
(i.e., to compose complex constraints from sequences of simpler constraints).
3

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/mdt/?project=ocl
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From the perspective of integration, EVL is loosely coupled with its target languages. While this enables to reuse constraints across multiple metamodels—
given these metamodels share concepts with equal names—it implies that no
static checks are applied to the constraints. For example, the binding of constraints to concrete metaclasses or features they navigate on is not achieved at
development time as we do in both integration styles.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a tool-supported process to integrate OCL with arbitrary textual modelling languages. Our five step process supports two integration
kinds: external definition of OCL constraints that point into a textual model and
embedded definition of OCL constraints that are directly defined inside a textual
model. Only two of the five steps are required for the first integration kind, while
performing all steps yields support for both kinds. We showed the applicability of
the full process on two examples: an integration of OCL into a textual modelling
language for forms and an integration of OCL into a textual variant of Ecore.
The embedded integration is specific to textual modelling languages and takes
advantage of the fact that both the modelling language and OCL have a textual
notation. It provides integrated end-user tooling that is directly generated from
the specifications defined during the process using EMF, EMFText and DresdenOCL. Such a generative approach to develop integrated tooling is required
to increase the willingness of tool vendors to integrate OCL into new textual
modelling languages as well as the acceptance of OCL by end-users through the
deeper integration of OCL tooling. In the future we plan to extend the generative component of the tool support for our process—in particular by providing
adapter generators for the semantic analysis adaptation.
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